TILING INSTRUCTIONS
To assemble the tiled template:

1. Use the image below as a guide, lay template out on a work space.

2. Using a craft knife, cut out templates on pages 2-5 along outer solid lines. Align where indicated by dotted lines; there will be some overlap. Tape pieces together. Trace design on glassine and cut out.
Template: **Peppercorn Shortbread Wrapper (page 2 of 5)**

from Holiday Cookies 2010 Special Issue | [www.marthastewart.com/cookies-extras](http://www.marthastewart.com/cookies-extras)

- cut at outer solid lines
- (do not cut solid line circle)
- align
Template: Peppercorn Shortbread Wrapper (page 3 of 5)
from Holiday Cookies 2010 Special Issue | www.marthastewart.com/cookies-extras

- cut at outer solid lines
- (do not cut solid line circle)
- align
Template: Peppercorn Shortbread Wrapper (page 5 of 5)

from Holiday Cookies 2010 Special Issue | www.marthastewart.com/cookies-extras

align at outer solid lines

align

(do not cut solid line circle)

cut at outer solid lines